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Mt GUNDerBOOKA – Artistic and Cultural Immersion

In 2017 we continued our incredibly important Artistic and Cultural Immersion. It is 
our way of ensuring that ALL the artists – composers, photographers, choreographers, 
lantern makers, and indeed all of our associated artistic team meet ‘on country’ to 
live and breath an environmentally and culturally significant site to better inform their 
artistic response with the children at the residency camps in Baradine.

Working with Phillip Sullivan as key facilitator, supported by the remarkable elder 
Dot Martin, we experienced first hand  the incredible energy of this landscape: 
the clouds dancing in shadowy fingers over the mountain, the insanely huge sky – 
cloudless on some days – and star kissed at night. Walking through the bush and 
seeing the repeated patterns, leaves looking like clouds – then feathers, fragments 
of  various foliage being trapped in rivulets and between crevices on the rocky earth 
in swaths – really helped to give us all a common  artistic language to draw on for 
movement, image and song.

Sitting together under Phil’s guidance in the creek bed we had the opportunity 
to reflect on what we wished to collectively and individually, say about our 
experiences. He really wanted us to seek philosophical answers to some of life’s 
greater questions, – and in doing so help us to nuture and shape the messages we 
give to the children about their role and place in the world. How can we as artists 
this year manifest the cultural pillars of respect and love?

Traveling to Brewarrina twice - once to meet Brad Steadman, a Ngemba man
I have known since our very first year of Moorambilla, who’s vast knowledge of
language and culture combined with his capacity to place things into a clear
historical perspective - really shaped our experience, particularly the Taiko section of 
the performance.

To again have the opportunity to travel back to meet with Melissa Kirby, a local 
Brewarrina Wayilwan woman, was a real joy. Her generosity, capacity to 
empathise, listen and gently shape the composers’ needs and personal experiences 
into stories that the children would relate to was one of the highlights of our 
Immersion. Melissa was able to share the language her mother had shared with
her, and we in turn have shared with our participants. Her gift lives on
now in song for you and our children.

We would like to particularly thank the never fatiguing energy of our intrepid bus 
driver – who added many extra miles without a word of complaint to ensure we had 
every opportunity to experience all perspectives for this Immersion.

Thankyou to all involved who shared their deep love and knowledge of the land and 
its interconnectedness. We hope this is manifest on stage in our performances.

One of the most extraordinary things about being Artistic Director 
of Moorambilla Voices is the incredible opportunity it gives everyone involved to learn 
and connect. In our program we all – artists and audience alike – gain a rare insight into how 
many of our major landscape formations in western NSW are all interconnected – much like 
our lives!

I started this year believing we would focus on the mighty Mt Gunderbooka outside of Bourke. 
But I slowly was helped to realise, that without the opportunity to learn what we did at Narren 
Lakes  we wouldn’t have had the framework to appreciate  Mt Grenfell.  Without Mt Grenfell 
we wouldn’t have understood the significance of the artwork at Mt Gunderbooka – and its 
connection to the ancient Brewarrina Fish traps. The more we learn – the more there is to learn.

How extraordinary for our children to see these connections unfurl as they sing in Moorambilla 
Voices – seeing now with fresh eyes, living, dancing  and singing about these ancient 
relationships as they gain greater levels of meaning and connection year on year. It is such a 
rare gift – and I feel privileged to be leading an organisation that celebrates and supports this. 
We all breathe life into this legacy by participating as either parents, children, elders, artists 
and audience. This participation, at every level, helps us all to connect to each other and our  
magnificent country in the most profound way possible.

This year we are making musical and movement connections from previous years through our 
landscape. Here with lanterns we place birds, eggs, leaves and seedpods – shapes inspired 
by the repeated patterns in the trees. We make choreographic connections with the earth, 
animals and clouds as our children grow in strength and purpose through movement. We 
musically quote from previous years work – connecting the moon and stars, water and earth, 
and ancient artwork across our region. And in our visual art we take found objects, collected 
and shared by our children, and weave them into fabric and sculpture dualities.

All these artistic elements in the 2017 program draw from the physical and spiritual landscape 
of Mt Gunderbooka and celebrates its connection to Mt Grenfell and the Brewarrina Fish 
traps. In doing so we showcase  the quintissential spirit not only of  our region, but of  the 
Moorambilla program itself.

Thankyou for coming together to share, to celebrate and  to connect with us all on stage. We 
appreciate your time, generosity and support for what we do now and what we send into the 
future.

Michelle Leonard OAM
Founder and Artistic Director, Moorambilla Voices

On behalf of all involved in Moorambilla Voices 2017 I would like to acknowledge the Wiradjuri 

people who are the traditional custodians of the land we perform on. I would also like to pay our 

deepest respect to their elders past, and present, and all Aboriginal people  present.



the guya   

While we were travelling out to Mt Gunderbooka, my only clear artistic 
objective was to avoid writing another long, reflective line in e minor. i wanted to write something 
complex, fast-paced and energetic, perhaps something a little scary that would challenge the girls 
and affirm their chutzpah and bravery. i wanted to work with Jacob and Tainge to create music and 
movement that would emphasise sharp, rhythmic gestures. after writing two quiet and introspective 
works, i wanted to see how tough the girls could be; so i was determined to give them an exciting, 
optimistic piece that was both graceful and strong.

on arriving, Phil smoked us in and spoke to us of ‘cultural safety’, a concept of respecting the land 
through the correct practices; and of respecting the custodians of the land, and respecting ourselves 
in turn, by acting with cultural integrity.  For a while, i thought about turning this concept into 
some sort of fable about disobedience and trust. however, when we travelled out to Brewarrina 
to get a greater understanding of how the landscape is interconnected – and how this works 
though language – i spent a long time watching and listening to the water rushing over the fish 
traps. There’s an inexplicable and profound weight in the presence of impossibly old things. all 
one can do is sit still and feel it. Some composers might be inspired by this feeling. For my part, i 
felt numbed. There was just too much history, too much pain, too many tens of thousands of years 
between the laying of those stones and the moment i spent sitting, watching, and listening. how 
could i write anything at all? how could i act with cultural integrity, when all i was inspired to do 
was to let myself be engulfed?
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i had many conversations on this point – with our language consultant Mel, with Michelle, Phoebe, 
Sarah, Jacob and Tainge, Patrick and Kevin, and all of the supervisors in Baradine who stopped to give 
me a hug and a chat. eventually i was able to write a poem using some Wayilwan words given to us 
by Mel drawing very much on her idea of joyfully swimming through the fish traps – and not being held 
back or ‘stuck’ in them – giving yourself permission to be free – and then possibly return.

essentially, the work is about the fish or guya that swim through the fish traps, buoyed by the momentum 
of the water. The guya become the embodiment of any life as it moves through its own history towards 
the future. rather than being overwhelmed by this existential weight, the piece tries to find joy in the 
ecstatic rush of movement itself. it does this by avoiding definite harmonic resolutions; by using an 
uneven 10/8 time signature in the body of the piece, which rushes the music forward; and by creating 
a melody that follows the dance-like momentum of the Wayilwan language.

i’m especially grateful this time around for the love and support of the entire Moorambilla team, and for 
the sheer delight with which the girls sang in every rehearsal. They were my biggest inspiration, and i 
hope they perform with the same love in which this music was written.

Fleeing through the curling stone,
weightless and fast –
      cold and light in icy flow,
the river rushing past –

Weaving through the ancient stone
of generations past,
     Grieving for a distant home,
dreaming the dance –

Faster still the river flows,
rushing over the curling stones –
    cold and light we dance alone,
 flowing through the past –

Gurranga, guya, dhangurrumara
Guya gurranghana; gamadhaliya baaranha.

(Swim, fish, and dance; dive, girl, and fly)

JoSePhine GiBSon



Following the Moon
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Watching through the bus window as the landscape changed into flatness, I felt 
alien. I’d never been more west in NSW than the Blue Mountains before heading out to the cultural immersion in 
the Gundabooka National Park. This was no longer a countryside that I knew – the trees, the dirt. even the air itself 
felt different. But, as we finally pulled into the Belah Shearers Quarters there was one familiar sight to greet us – the 
moon. I know that I can look out and see the same moon, wherever I am in the world.

The moon began to feature prominently during the immersion – not only was it sitting full in the sky, but Phil told us 
the story of a child who followed the moon to see where it went. Then, as we descended Mt Gunderbooka by the 
light of the moon, a melodic fragment and a concept for a piece hit me. 

I didn’t quite anticipate just how much the music I had written would evolve over the course of the residency 
camp though. No longer was the piece telling a direct story – the melodies I had crafted became broken up, 
fragmented, – fully restructured and layered. It was about the feeling of following the moon. Feeling its pull and 
chasing it across the landscape.

Writing melodies to the movements that Tainge Savage, Jacob Williams, and the boys themselves had 
choreographed for each of the four primary trees of the landscape around Gundabooka National Park – Mulga, 
Kurrajong, Beefwood and Wilga – was a new experience for me. I’d never before written for dance, and working 
to create music that artistically underpinned  the movement on stage  was a real challenge. By its very nature the 
process is fast – and I had to adapt – fast! Making this music be true to itself without movement eventuated when I 
allowed the  melodies  to wrap around eachother like the bodies in space on stage.

I would like to thank Ben Burton the resident accompanist for his patience in this process and also Melissa Kirby 
who provided so much help for me with the words and the overall shape of this piece at the immersion. When we 
experience the waxing and waning of the moon – its incredible pull – then we are whole.

Following the Moon

On the horizon rising, the moon, gabadaa rising.
Over the trees rising, the moon, gabadaa rising.
I see its white sphere rising, the moon, gabadaa rising.
Over the trees rising, the moon, gabadaa rising.

I’m running, banaganha.
buluu, burray.

Weaving through the trees, 
through mulga
through kurrajong
through beefwood
through wilga.

I’m running, manmi
Following the moon, gabadaa
I feel its pull.

PaTricK BaKer



Mt gunDerbooka Music
Spending a week in the 
Gundabooka national 
Park for the immersion was 
a wonderful experience. 
Under the immense sky, dotted with 
clouds by day and overflowing with 
stars at night, surrounded by the 
broad, flat land, sometimes silent and 
brooding, at other times teeming with 
raucous life, and being granted the 
time to let myself sink into it, i could 
feel the beginnings of a personal 
connection with the place. i spent a 
long time watching and listening to 
the slow movements in the landscape 
around me. at times i felt the breadth 
and age of it, and a sense of its 
nurturing spirit, flow into me; i could 
almost feel myself merging with the 
spirit of the land. it was an incredibly 
magical experience, and i’ve wanted 
to give a sense of all that in my music
Knowing, too, that i was writing 

for the MaXed oUT company, i 
thought about how teenage years can 
sometimes be a bewildering, lonely 
time. i wondered if the music could 
help nurture an understanding that 
individuality need not be isolating, 
that their experiences are in many 
ways shared, and that both drawing 
on and giving to their connection with 
nature, community, and each other can 
provide support through their journey.

These, then, are the things i’ve tried 
to evoke in my music — breadth, 
timelessness, wonder, and connection.
So Gundabooka Music starts at the 
beginning. The ngemba people tell 
of how the land around Gundabooka 
was formed: Baiame created it with 
the help of goanna, emu, echidna, 
and kangaroo. When they had 
finished creating the land, goanna 
laid down to sleep and formed Mount 

Gunderbooka. The opening music is 
a dance of creation inspired by this 
story, with goanna-dancers enacting 
the land accompanied by music that is 
energetic, percussive, primal. 

This music is made from layered 
rhythmic patterns, echoing the layers 
of time and earth built into the land. 
The clapping patterns are of unequal 
length, so as they overlay each other 
they phase and resynchronise, building 
a solid but motive foundation to the 
more freely creative percussion part. 
as the goannas finish their creative 
task and move off to rest, Mount 
Gunderbooka is formed, and we 
begin the dances of nature. now 
the music loses its impulsive energy, 
becomes broad and timeless. Parallel 
blocks of sound move to the contours 
of the mountain; each chord its own 
root but linked one to another by the 
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sweep of motion. i imagine eons 
passing as cloud-shadows drift 
across the landscape, seedpods 
germinate, plants burgeon, die, 
and regerminate in their ageless 
lifecycle, and animals and birds 
move about the land living in 
perfect harmony. 

The final section is Song of the 
Spirit. it begins tentatively, with 
hesitant phrases interspersed 
with flurries and arabesques 
of birdsong. The music is lifted 
and carried forward on the 
wind, before touching down 
and beginning to move more 
surely. i’ve tried to give this music 
a soaring breadth of melody, 
emerging from the timelessness 
of the cloud dances, yet always 
with an urge forward, to move 
and breathe and grow. it aspires 

to a sense of being grounded in 
the harmony of nature, nurtured 
by the strength of community, and 
secure enough to let the spirit fly. 

Working with the MaXed oUT 
company has been a fantastic 
privilege. at the Baradine 
workshop they gave their all, 
and i was floored by what they 
achieved. Their openness and 
generosity imbue the music with 
true spirit. i hope they find the 
song gratifying and uplifting to 
sing, and that it speaks to their 
hearts and nourishes their souls 
as much as working with them 
has nourished mine.

Kevin BarKer

Miyarr ngadhu, miyarr ngadhi 
(I am the wind, the wind is me)
Gundaa ngadhu, gundaa ngadhi 
(I am the clouds, the clouds are me)
Maliyan ngadhu, maliyan ngadhi
(I am the eagle, the eagle is me)

Our voices are many, our songs unique,
But the same wind fills our wings.
I am the birds, the birds are me,
Within us the same spirit sings.

The shadowy fingers of clouds above
Softly caress the breathing land.
I am the clouds, the clouds are me,
Flying upon the trembling air.

Our feet walk in footprints from long ago,
We make the journey hand in hand.
I am my brother, we are as one,
Together we walk the ancient land.

The journey is long, but we’re not alone,
Our paths are all entwined.
Your heart and mine,
Unique and yet the same.

We give, we take, we share.
We work, we rest, we dance.
We learn, we teach, we grow.
We laugh, we cry, we sing.

Our voices are many, our songs unique,
But the same wind fills our wings.
I am the birds, the birds are me,
Within us the same spirit sings.

Gundaa ngadhu, gundaa ngadhi
Miyarr ngadhu, miyarr ngadhi



Dance 
Unlike previous years, the 2017 artistic 
immersion took us to several geographic 
locations. Looking at these spaces within a western paradigm, 
they appeared to me as distinct sites, separated by 150 
kilometers. However, learning from the Indigenous elders of this 
region, these spaces are actually meaningfully connected by 
a song line that connects Mt Gunderbooka to Mt Grenfell and 
Brewarrina.

The Guya – Moorambilla Girls
While at Brewarrina, I fondly remember sitting with Josie upon 
a large rock overlooking the fish traps. Observing the river, the 
patterns made by the rocks in the river intrigued me – curvaceous 
and yet angular, some elongated while others contracted – they 
were all unique. Like the fish traps, the rocks were also unique. I 
very soon saw a resemblance between human backs and these 
rocks – and so I had an artistic starting point. From this moment, 
I then turned my thoughts to the water – it surged along with a 
steady force, a strength that caused it to part around rocks, almost 
percussively, to then merge again and continue onwards. I wanted 
to capture this sensation in their dance this year.

Through an improvisation task they answered questions including 
how would you move your body if dancing underwater? How 
could your movements combine qualities of weightlessness 
and resistance? How might ripples transpire across from one 
part of your body to another? The final section was created 
collaboratively with a small group of girls. Drawing inspiration 
from Josie’s poetic lyrics, they abstracted elements and meanings 
of various words and applied them in pairs to create the final 
section of the piece.

The water parts and flows through these ancient fish traps with 
a silent and unrelenting confidence. As the water submerges the 
rocks, they become one. The water and rocks separate again to 
eventually reveal the guya (fish) continuing forwards towards their 
future – their swimming a joyful, energetic experience and not one 
of entrapment.

Following the Moon – Moorambilla Boys
While on our artistic immersion, like Patrick, I was captivated 
by the incredible moon. In the expansive regional sky, the low 
hanging moon projected a mysticism and magnetism that I felt 
gently pulling at me. Phil also told a story of a child who was 
drawn to the moon, following it along the landscape to see where 
it went. Here we had our core dance elements: gravitational 
movements, pulling us towards something greater, the waxing and 
waning  informing the start and end of this dance.

Working with four small groups we discussed the distinct characteristics of four types 
of trees prominent at Mount Gundabooka National Park: the Mulga, Kurrajong, 
Beefwood and Wilga. Each group created their own phrase by abstracting elements 
of these trees. The whole group section emphasises the connection between Mt 
Gunderbooka and Mt Grenfell. Here we spliced a dance phrase from the 2016 
MAXed OUT piece with a dance phrase from the 2016 Moorambilla Voices boys 
piece. We then manipulated this phrase to correspond with the 2017 syncopated 
rhythm and to further highlight the magnetic pull of the moon. 

Dotted across the expansive landscape, the Mulga, Kurrajong, Beefwood and Wilga 
all grow at differing speeds, almost in defiance of each other. The trident leaves of the 
beefwood and blade-like leaves of the Wilga distinguish their identities as they share 
the space. A child searches unknowingly and is soon joined by others, pursuing the 
moon together. They unite, then almost prematurely, the moon’s beckoning call draws 
them away, hinting at the moon’s presiding power over all of us.

Gundabooka – MAXed OUT company
Without a doubt, my most memorable moment on our artistic immersion was gazing 
up at Mt Gunderbooka from Dry Tank. The raw power and magnificence of the 
mountain surrounded by the broad, flat land silenced me. I became enraptured and 
unable to move. The strength of the mountain beautifully contrasted shadows cast by 
clouds which purposefully yet gracefully drifted across. Certainly, this was going to be 
the centerpiece for MAXed OUT’s choreography.

By concentrating on the shapes the bodies collectively make in the space as opposed 
to individual movements, I hoped to create an atmosphere of wonder and timelessness 
for the audience this year.

Dance of Creation 
Each goanna enters the space individually, low to the ground and with an organic 
energy. Momentarily, they become one, rolling in unison and commencing the 
formation of the mountain. As more goannas join the group they once again unite but 
this time with more force and power, using movement derived from Ryuji’s fan dance. 
As the raw energy dissipates and the goannas lay down to sleep Mount Grenfell is 
revealed and all evidence of its dynamic creation vanishes. 

Dances of Nature 
Mt Gunderbooka stands alone and proud while it presides over the surrounding flat 
landscape. Like painting a blank canvas, clouds drift delicately across its surface. 
Moving at different tempi, they distort, elongate and contract against the contours of 
the mountain, creating hypnotising, kaleidoscopic patterns. 

The same wind guiding these clouds begins to ferry a company of seedpods across 
the region. Upon taking residence, they germinate, contracting, releasing and creating 
shapes alluding to Sooty Welshs’ elegant, ceramic coolomons. 

Referencing Kevin’s masterful lyrics, the ’shadowy fingers of the clouds above again’ 
glide through, joining the seed pods. Together they make the journey hand in hand 
while their feet walk in footprints from long ago. 

Moorambilla.com

JacoB WilliaMS



lanterns… 
Maliyan 2017

“This is my third year on site making a large 
scale Lantern for Moorambilla. When I create 
– whatever is happening around me – the energy of the other 
artists and children profoundly influences me. 

This year after the Lismore floods which devastated our 
community I travelled overseas and re connected with my family. 
On my return I felt a new sense of life –  this bird feels like me 
and this program – anticipatory – like our new premises after 
the flood – new – out with the old life and in with the new! This 
bird is poised ready to fly to new heights – new horizons – its 
excited about new possibilities. This bird is full of life, energy 
and confidence – its ready to tackle a new era.

I couldn’t have made a bird with a life force like this – with such 
focus and poise if the working and creative environment around 
me didn’t allow it. This Maliyan – a sort of pair to the one from 
three years ago –  is a strong, focused, positive female poised 
and ready to soar – her head is quietly confident – she knows 
she can do it. This has come from the children, this program 
and the other artists and what they have given me in this space- 
affirmation.”

Jyllie Jackson

Lantern Workshops

“each year we bring more and more 
elements cumulatively into our Lantern 
landscape. The  illuminated landscape you will see after 
the Gala concert we have been adding to over the last four 
years – and some elements are from the very first girls choir 10 
years ago!

This year I really wanted to work on adding in a ritual to the post 
concert experience – using the seed pod, coolamon shapes as a 
way of helping the audience and performers connect the outside 
world -– our natural world – with the inside world of the concert 
– leading the audience through both experiences with bird calls, 
sound sculptures and lanterns to give a sense of closure to the 
emotion of the Gala.

Just as water connects everything – regardless of time or person 
– and there is little water at Mt Gunderbooka – I wanted to 
give these kids an opportunity to connect with the cane – to feel 
it, manipulate it into organic shapes in “ free form” to provide 
an opportunity for them to engage in construction – and to 
connect to the landscape, water, earth and each other. They are 
beautifully formed pieces – the pods, leaves and seeds. Seeing 
them float in a sea of lights – like ripples of water, I think will 
be a really beautiful end to the Saturday night concert. Having 
music created for this by roger Lock and Max Lambert will be 
magical – such a gift.”

Sarah Tinning
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even though I spent a decade calling the Mt 
Gunderbooka region home, I have felt like an outsider. 
The immersion experience allowed me to see this timeless landscape 
with completely fresh eyes. Walking up the mountain I felt like a 
child on an easter hunt, little treasures appeared with each step. A 
coloured lichen here, an intricately patterned feather there, a delicate 
blossom set against an ancient rock up in front. The magnitude of the 
landscape was broken down to its elemental forms. Sitting atop the 
mountain it suddenly struck me that the beauty of the landscape arises 
from the sum of the parts – it was this curiosity and wonder that I 
wanted to evoke in the children as they went treasure hunting in their 
backyards and back paddocks to find treasures to bring and share at 
camp. 

I loved working closely with the children in the workshops, helping 
them to push their creative boundaries and take risks. What I wanted 
to help the children realise is that if they can stay curious and give 
themselves permission to listen to their inner guidance, their creative 
mission will become clear. It is at that point that life becomes full of 
accessible possibilities.

The pieces the children created are simple yet at the same time 
incredibly complex and ingeniously compiled. They celebrate  the 
important elements in life –  a feeling of belonging, a strong sense 
of self, their own unique nature and their natural ability to use their 
creative essence in the service of others. They have in every aspect of 
their life at this years residency camp created ‘Moorambilla magic’.

Phoebe Maroulis

17 communities, 17 pairs, 17 dualities, 2017.

At the front of the theatre inside you will see beautiful poles floating in a 
sea of emu feathers. Natural. Fallen. Found. Fragile. Timber branches, 
roots and posts all bearing the scars and imprints of their time in the 
Gundabooka/Bourke area. One is natural and raw. One is blank and 
ready to take on a new meaning. Paired together or alone they bring the 
outside inside. 

The one thing these poles have in common is another chance. 
The chance to be brought out of the decay of the everyday and given the 
excitement of a new day with a new purpose.

So too our Moorambilla children from the varied communities in our 
region come together with purpose, they rehearse and create something 
of wonder, they take time to interact and see each other  and these pieces 
of timber from our region with fresh eyes, and imagine and dream of life’s 
rich and varied possibilities. 17 communities all unique and magnificent 
Moorambilla 2017.

Pete Thompson

Visual artists



I was acutely aware of the spirit of the land.
Spirit of the earth, sky, and of the people.
Those who have walked before and those yet to tread this ancient path
Immensely beautiful, timeless - a lens gives merely a glimpse...

photography 
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noni carroll



taiko, katana,Fan
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Do-Dô Dhinnaan 

do- do ‘To stand proud without hesitation’ in Japanese
dhirraan”Mountain” in Wayilwan

This is my first time as composer for  MaXed oUT  Mooramilla – although i have 
been working with the ensemble for some years now. 

When i went with the other artists on the immersion i felt a strong energy – a 
big strong energy coming from the mountain – asking me to stand up – tall and 
strong. do-do this word comes from my part of Japan. Proud. To stand up without 
hesitation. To stand proud. i wanted to create that energy from the Taiko and to 
have that proud energy in the overall performance from what i learnt in the iwate 
Prefecture in northern Japan.

My part of the performance has three elements – Taiko, Sword and Fan. The fans 
and dance of the fans represents the clouds that hover over the Mt Gunderbooka 
The Taiko part of the piece is about the river and the water rushing over the 
rocks - the solo drum player provides a driving force within the ensemble that 
represents the power of water in the  Brewarrina Fish Traps. 

The sword dance and the fan dance are ancient dances that are performed 
traditionally by local communities to celebrate both their community and also 
respect for the land, to celebrate harvest or ask for the land to bring forth. They 
are normally done by farmers. My dance draws on the onikembi tradition and 
i used elements from the sword dance as well. The sword is called katana in 
Japanese.

The sword – or katana is used by onyi as a demon  there are many demon 
dances in Japan and of course in iwati. often they have masks, in iwati the mask 
has no horns on it. They say that it is a dance of transformation into a Buddha. 
in english it is hard to say demon – as we misunderstand it as a devil – but really 
it is a good demon! it doesn’t quite translate! our dance this year draws on the 
original dance - a dance of transformation from a human to a Buddha.

in iwati they dance so the land is going to be cleansed. With the sword the land 
is cleansed – so in this way it is a dance for the land – it is not a war dance. it is 
also used at harvest times and if you want a good crop, a good season – not too 
many earthquakes and fires.

When we saw the mountain from far away it was like a big canvas and the cloud 
was going across the mountain like in a painting. The mountain is the canvas and 
the cloud is in that painting – both energies are there. 

ryuji hamada



backDrop process
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There is no doubting the incredible artistic capacity of Wongi woman roslyn 
Sullivan from Laverton Western Australia. Creating this years backdrops was a really extraordinary journey – it 
started with a chance meeting in December when I was delivering workshops in the Yaliku region last year – and 
finished with us sitting together on the second evening at the end of a long day in the Baradine Memorial Town 
Hall in August having a cup of ‘hippy ginger tea!’

As we sat around drinking that fresh turmeric and ginger tea getting to know each other – sharing life stories 
and snippets of wisdom hard gained, the conversation eventually turned  to native plants, natural colour dyes 
and tie dying. One thing lead to another – and the turmeric we were drinking was crushed onto the fabric – we 
experimented with gumleaves, wattle flower pollen, bark and even tea leaves and eventually settled on tie dying 
with onion skins, powdered tumeric and Keens curry! That was a wonderful evening – and we had the start of the 
incredible backdrops you will see this evening framing the final MAXed OUT performance. We would both like to 
thank Aunty Brenda for starting us on this path – her encouragement made all the difference in those early stages.

every day colours were soaked – set out in the sun and gradually the ideas evolved. The tie dyed flower shapes 
you see – and the vibrant yellow and ochres were layered into the fabric over multiple dying. Sitting next to the 
Lantern makers so intent on their craft you could see the roslyn’s artwork taking shape and growing in scope and 
sophistication. reading about the mussel shapes at Narren Lakes, meeting the children and supervisors from the 17 
communities – and feeling the energy around this years celebration of connection between us all clearly influenced 
the brushstrokes and rhythm not only in the painted fabric but in the dyed ones as well – the overall effect is spell 
binding.

Personally it was wonderful to see the change of direction her painting took once she saw the MAXed OUT 
company dance – like clouds over the Gundabooka Landscape. This experience overnight inspired her to paint the 
complex rhythmic patterns you see over these pieces of muslin and calico. Shapes that connect together using paint 
mixed with charcoal. Shapes on the fabric that move like the dancers bodies in space – connecting, rotating and 
moving with elegance and fluidity. The energy she has captured – and the sense of joy and movement really was 
Moorambilla magic – and we can’t thank the generosity of the Laverton/Leonora cross cultural association (LLCCA) 
and Anglo Gold Ashanti for their incredibly generous support of her trip across the country to make this happen. 
May this be the start of an incredibly fruitful artistic collaboaration between our regions artists.

Michelle Leonard OAM



gala concert
prograM
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gunDabooka

a dead mulga lies before me.
its lifeless branches form
a kind of spiral.
Two strands of cobweb lie across its centre
reflecting light
like motorways at night.

This spiral mulga becomes a metaphor,
Mirroring the crab nebula and the 
whirlpool of charybdis,
For the swirl of peoples
Gathered together at ngunnhu,
That great ancient wonder,
To talk, to eat, to dance,
To celebrate
Baiame’s great sweep of creation.

The elders say the ngaapa symbols
at Mount Grenfell and Gunderbooka
are the maramaraga
leading to ngunnhu itself.

Wedge tailed eagles ride the thermals
rising from the slopes of Gunderbooka
While the triple echo
rings out across the mulga
To the curvature of the earth.

Meanwhile in the east
a ghost moon rises
as the sun sets
into a sea of ochre.

clive Birch 2017

Yindyamara – a promised sign
Josephine Gibson 2017

a reassuring dream– So strong
Alice Chance 2017

a fateful journey ride on

William Yaxley 2017
a visit – Going home 
Andrew Howes 2017

Yindyamarra – a prospect of peace 
Josephine Gibson 2017

Guya  
Josephine Gibson 2017

Choreography Jacob Williams

Mt Grenfell duo
Andrew Howes 2017

ChoreographyTainge Savage

Following the moon  
Patrick Baker 2017

Choreography Jacob Williams

Mt Gunderbooka suite  
Kevin Barker 2017
dance of creation
dance of nature
Song of the spirit

Choreography Jacob Williams

a sea of ochre  
Clive Birch, Kevin Barker 2017

do-do^ dhinnaan 
Ryuji Hamada 2017

Wide open Sky  
Daniel Walker  2011,2015

lantern soundscape
Roger Lock & Max Lambert 2017



Plans are well underway for our 2018 and beyond programs where 
we look to expand the number of our choir participants and the 

range and diversity of events in which they have the opportunity to 
perform. You can help us to continue to showcase the talent and 

musical achievements of this remarkable region of NSW by giving 
us a tax deductible donation, no matter how small  

All donations over $2.00 are  
tax deductible.

Go to moorambilla.com to donate.

MaXeD out 
emma Adams, Teleah Anderson, ryan Anderson, Sophie Anderson, Hunter Andrews, Daisy Andrews, elias Aumua, Brennah 
Aumua, emma Baillie, Claire Barbary, Ainsley Barron, eve Beattie-Zarb, Zarek Berger, Lucy Berrell, Melanie Bodycott, riley 
Bottom, Nicholas Bowden, Cameron Bowler, Thomas Bradley, Monique Bragg, Jack Briggs, Jakob Brown, Bridie Bruce, Ben 
Butcherine, Braedyn Butson, Brianna Butters, Andrew Campbell, Tahnee Carr, Ben Cox, edward Cox, Claire Cummings, elina de 
rosnay, Josh Doctor, ehren Donnelly, Taylah Donnelly, Haily Dorante, Fabian Douglass, Jarrod Douglass, Ainsleigh Dunbar, Brianna 
Duncan, Greta Dwan, Nateria elsley, Joshua english, rachael evans, elijah Ferguson, Tarnee Flint, Leilah Flynn, Charlotte Frankham, 
Attila Hajas, Felicity Hardwick, Amabella Harvey, Logan Hewett, Clover Hippisley, eli Howson, Braiden Jones, raymond Jones, John-Wayne 
Josephson, Shantahlia Kenda, Jacob Mack, Oliver Maroulis, Katelyn Martin, elizabeth Meadows, Dylan Meyers, Molly Minney, Lorna Mitchell, 
Laura Murray, Abigail Murray, Luke Nalder, Alistaire Noiprasit, Fayth Pakutoa, Annabelle Park, Argyle Park, Artemis Pech, Todd Polack, Heidi 
Purvis, Delta richardson-Hawkins, Tully ritter, Bridget ritter, Sofia robinson, Bryana Saffy, Georgie Saunders, Alice Schumacher, Angela Shepherd, 
Mizuki Shimosaka, ruby-Belle Stingemore, Mya Stone, Lila Strong, Tenakua Thompson-rapatini,  William Ticehurst, Opal Trumper, eliza Vail, 
Anastasia Walsh, Jordan Warren, Lakeisha Whitby, Luke White, Samuel Whiteman, Joey (Tomas) Whittaker Goodwin, Johnathan Woods

superVisors
James Dwan, Jenna Corlett, Jodie Doré, evan Frankham, Julie Hill, Bridgette Jones, Susan Larkings, Chris Marshall, Luke Maxfield, Tina Pech, 
Beth Stanley, Dianne Vincent

boys
Bryce Abel, Harrison Acheson, Xavier Adams, Lachlan Anderson, Nicholas Anderson, Darcy Arnott, Macarthur Arnott, Patrick Barnett,  
Beau Barrett, rohan Bellotti, Zamael Berger, Zayden Berger, Noah Bowen, Jason Braniff, Daniel Butcherine, Jock Carolan, Isaiah Cochrane, 
Jayden Cryer, Lyndan Cummins, Ardie Curtis, Isaac Curtis, Jack Davis, Makai Davis, Shane DeBritt, William Dimmick, Jaylin Donnelly,  
Lachlan eddy, Brendon edwards, riley elton, Benji english, Timothy english, Wyatt ernest, Harry Farrugia, Samuel Ferris, riley Fleming,  
Isaac Ford, Billy roy Frail, Max Gardiner, Phillip Gaydon, Preston Griffiths, Dan Haire, Alex Hajas, Ignatius Hallman, Seth Heckendorf,  
Clay Hoffman, Clayton Hutton, George Irons, Jimmy Irons, Archie Landers, Lawson Leonard, Jack Lyon, Oscar Macrae, Thomas Madden, 
Bryson Marshall, Tomasi Matakitoga, Xavier McDonald, Tom McDonell, Isaac McDonnell, rory McGlinn, Charlie McGrath, Henry McKeown, 
Cameron McLeod, Alexander McWhirter, James Meares-riley, Liam Miller, Harry Mudford, John O’Neill, Jack Oehm, Alekzander Otrupcek, 
Samual Pagett, Western Peck, eddie Porch, Max richardson, Maximillian robinson, Izaak row, Thomas ryan, Chevy Schlaeppi,  
Cooper Schofield, Strath Sendall, Blake Smith, Charlie Smith, Lachlan Soster, William Spora, Jonathan Stait, Nicholas Tancred, Jett Tarrant, 
Jamie Thomas, Mervyn Thompson, Travis Varty, Jaylan Walford, Finn Webber, Lennon Whitley, Jack Wilson, Charlie Yeomans

superVisors
Liz Anderson, Steve Butcherine, Sally Davis, Duane Donnelly, Claire english, ricky Lasaitis, Katrina Matakitoga, Adam McCrae, 
Sally Oehm, Bettina Spora, Jason Tarrant, Kevin Webber, Michael Mudford, Paul Cecil, Cheryl Smith and Kylie Lynch

girls
Kate Allen, Lucy Arnott, ebony Aumua, Zoe Bailey, Grace Barbary, Jamelia Barnes, ellie Beckwith, Shaughnessy Bliss, Amara Bottom,  
Lucy Bowden, Georgia Briggs, Annabel Brown, Denika Brown, Macee Brown, Victoria Burton, Jessica Bywater, Megan Cameron,  
Sophie-Anne Chandler, ellen Cleary, Harriett Collins, Charlotte Craig, Juanita Curnow, Tia Davidson, Tillie Dezius, Halle Donohoe,  
Jocelyn Dunbar, Claudia Dunlop, Shae eldridge, Phoebe ellis, Paula evans, Sarah Fitzgerald, Tayla Flint, Josie Galagher, Mia George,  
Alice Gilder, Paige Gilmour, eve Hallman, ella Hanney, emily Hartnett, eloise Harvey, Jenna Hattingh, Bridie Hayden, Zanthie Hewett,  
Halle Hinchliffe, Trudi Hoffmann, Heidi Holland, Ashleigh Horsburgh, Giaan Jackson, Acacia Jakitsch, elsie Kearney, emily Larkin,  
Amelia Lush, Clara Madden, Dezi Magann-Jones, Izabella Mallouk, Stella Maroulis, Karla McCormack, ellie McLeod, elizabeth McMartin, 
Veronica McMartin, Brooklyn McWhirter, Athena Metcher, Aaliyah Middleton, Charlotte Mitchell, Sophia Moppett, Maddison Morgan,  
ella Murphy, Jazmin Murray, Sunita Murray, Harriet Nolan, Katelyn O’Neill, Lilla Oehm, Niamh Ohlsen, Sophie Orth, Grace Peart, 
Sienna Peddle, Olivia  Plunkett, eve Porch, Venetia Priestley Thomson, Angela ramsay, Kaitlyn rankmore, Allison rice,  
Gabriella riley, Tessa rindfleish, Amanda roach, edie robinson, Annabelle rogers, Andie ropiha, Georgia rose, 
Amy rouse, Bronte runciman, rehannah russell, Jaidey Samuelsson, Dusty Saunders, Maggie-Jade Scott,  
Ava Seaton, Jada Seaton, ebony Shaw, Holly Shields, Narelle Shillingsworth-Budd, Harriett Sinclair, Madeline Sinclair, 
Louise Smith, Lucy Smith, Sarah Smith, Barabra Anne Sullivan, Lilia Taylor, Lateisha Torrens, Serena Walford,  
Hannah Weber, Sophie Wheatley, Sienna Whitbourne Martin, Amber Whittaker Goodwin, Skyler Wiseman, Kate Zaradic

superVisors
Kirsty Arnott, Kylie Briggs, Karen Farley, Kerry Flint, Sandra Hewett, Kylie Moppett, Sally Oehm, Cath Peart, Tania Priestley, 
Joanne rankmore, Katrina rice, Nadine runciman, Bec Smith, Helen Weber, Kate Whitworth, Beck Williams,

Moorambilla.com

From its humble beginnings in 2006, Moorambilla Voices has grown to provide over 20,000 children in remote and 
regional NSW with remarkable musical and artistic experiences. We offer them the rare and valuable opportunity to connect with artists 
of the highest calibre - composers, musicians, choreographers and visual artists. Together we create and celebrate the rich culture of this 
region through remarkable performances and recordings.

We were recently awarded the coveted National Award for excellence in Music education at the recent APrA AMCOS, Australian 
Music Centre awards for our 2016 season. Building upon these successes, in 2017, our Primary School boys and girls choirs and 
MAXed OUT have so far performed at the Sydney Children’s Hospital Gold Dinner, recorded our first cd and of course here in the 
magnificent Dubbo regional Theatre and Convention Centre. Further performances are planned for the remainder of the year and 
recording and future tours are in the planning for next year – such an exciting time for us all!

equity of access has always been a core value of the choirs and is integral to our growth and success. The 2017 ensembles have 
over 300 members with the majority of these needing financial assistance to participate in the residency camps. This means that 

Moorambilla Voices relies heavily on the generosity of its many supporters and donors.
We thank all our supporters and donors, both government, town fund-raising, and the incredibly 

generous private individuals who believe in our pursuit of musical excellence, the creation of new 
Australian music and equity of opportunity for all children, Indigenous and non-Indigenous alike.

Our 2017 participants come from the communities of Arthurville, Baradine, Baulkham Hills, 
Bellata, Binnaway, Blue Mountain Heights, Bondi, Bourke, Brewarrina, Brockelhurst,  
Burren Junction, Byrock, Cassilis, Cobar, Collarenebri, Comobella, Coolah, 
Coonabarabran, Coonamble, Cumborah, Curban, Dubbo, elong elong, ettalong Beach, 

Geurie, Gilgandra, Gongolgon, Grawin, Gulargambone, Gunnedah, Goodooga, 
Leonora, Lidster, Lightning ridge, Maryvale, Mendooran, Mullaley, Narromine, 

Neilrex, Nyngan, Nymagee, Old Bar, Petersham, Pilliga, Premer, 
Queenscliff, rowena, Stanmore, Tambar Springs, Tamworth, 

Tottenham, Tooraweenah, Toowoomba, Trangie, Walgett, 
Warren, Wee Waa, Wellington and Wongarbon.

MooraMbilla Voices 2017 
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MooraMbilla girls
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what happens at caMps



MooraMbilla
artists

australian worlD orchestra, chaMber-enseMble-in-resiDence
The Australian World Orchestra (AWO) is one of the most exciting orchestra initiatives in Australia’s 
cultural history. We bring together Australia’s finest classical musicians from home and the 
international stage to form one of the country’s most electrifying orchestras. We are proud to identify 
and nurture Australia’s next generation of musicians, and this year we welcome some younger 
players to play alongside our professional players.

song coMpany, enseMble-in-resiDence
The Song Company is Australia’s leading vocal ensemble, singing music of all times and 
places.  Since the dawn of history, the human voice and the act of singing have been 
intrinsically linked with storytelling and the acquisition of culture.  The Song Company belongs 
to a continent whose first peoples used songlines and vocal music to pass knowledge and 
culture from generation to generation.  We are proud to continue that tradition, in our own 
way, sharing music from across western and non-western art traditions from the 10th century 
to contemporary works. Singers in 2017 are Chloe Lankshear, Anna Fraser, Stephanie Dillon, 
richard Black, Mark Donnelly, Andrew O’Connor

taikoz, enseMble-in-resiDence
Since 1997, Taikoz has developed an international reputation for vibrant performances that couple 
explosive energy and extreme dynamism with refinement and grace. From the most delicate melodies of the 
shakuhachi to the thunderous impact of the odaiko, Taikoz is at once meditative and free-spirited, primal 
and dramatic. The ensemble undertakes a year-round schedule of workshops, teaching and performances 
that have seen them appear on the stages of Australia’s finest concert halls, as well as those of Japan, Paris, 
Bangkok, Taiwan, Abu Dhabi and most recently the USA, where Taikoz appeared in the Taiko Nation 
concerts at the 2014 World Taiko Gathering in Los Angeles. The group regularly appears in the theatres 
of regional Australia, having undertaken five Australia-wide tours. Taikoz has collaborated with Australian 
and international orchestras, and received the Sidney Myer Performing Arts Award in recognition of Taikoz’s 
commitment to Australian music.
Taikoz at Moorambilla 2017 are Kerryn Joyce, ryuji Hameda and Sophia Ang.

Michelle leonarD oaM, artistic Director
Michelle Leonard OAM is the founding Artistic Director and Conductor of the multi-award-winning 
Moorambilla Voices regional Children’s Choirs. She is also the founding Artistic Director and conductor 
of the Leichhardt espresso Chorus, its chamber choir ristretto and espresso Kids. Michelle is widely sought 
after as a choral clinician on Australian repertoire, and speaks regularly at music and education conferences 
around Australia. Her work has been featured in two documentaries - “Outback Choir” shown on the ABC 
and the feature length movie “Wide Open Sky”.

Josephine gibson - coMposer in resiDence
Josephine is a composer, writer, and musician based in Sydney. She has had work performed by Sydney Chamber 
Choir, Sydney Youth Orchestras, and Gondwana Choirs. In 2016, she completed her Honours in Composition at 
the Sydney Conservatorium of Music, under the tutelage of Paul Stanhope. Between studying a Bachelor of Arts at 

the University of Sydney and singing with Sydney Chamber Choir, in 2017 she will complete her second year as a 
composer-in-residence with Moorambilla Voices.

Jacob williaMs - choreography
Jacob is a graduate from Queensland University of Technology (QUT). During his time studying he worked with 
Natalie Weir, Grant McLay, Shaaron Boughen, Zaimon Vilmanis, Timothy Farrar, Keith Hawley, Michael edge 
and rosetta Cook. Jacob also represented QUT at several festivals including the 2011 Guangdong Modern 
Dance festival in China and the 2009 Brisbane Festival. Graduating from his Bachelor degree in 2011, Jacob 
completed an Honours thesis providing insight into the development of Brisbane’s independent contemporary 
dance sector and a Post Graduate Diploma in education. Jacob is currently Queensland Ballet’s education 
Coordinator, developing and implementing a range of programs which provide accessible and artistically rich 
experiences to teachers and students across Australia. Jacob is also the secretary for the QUT Alumni, Creative 
Industries Chapter. 

keVin barker - coMposer in resiDence
Kevin is a Sydney-born composer who’s had a diverse career in music as both composer and performer. He writes 

in a wide range of idioms from contemporary classical through jazz and popular music, and has written for such 
artists as the Sydney Sinfonia, Cantillation, Occidental Strings, Three’s Company Opera, the SOQ, Australian 

Jazz Orchestra, Don Burrows and James Morrison. He has recently returned to post-graduate study at the Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music, and his current projects are a suite of “jazz lieder” for baritone, saxophone, and string 

quartet, and an opera scheduled for performance in 2019.

patrick baker - coMposer in resiDence
Patrick is a sydney based composer currently completing a Master of Music Studies (composition) at the Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music under Carl Vine. He is an active performer, singing with the choirs of St James King Street 
and Luminescence Chamber singers. He completed a Bachelor of Music (Classical Voice) at the ANU School of 
Music in 2012 where he studied with Christina Wilson and Alan Hicks. He is currently a composer fellow with 

Trinity Grammar school . This is his first year with the choirs of Moorambilla Voices.

benJaMin burton, accoMpanist-in-resiDence
Benjamin Burton is a talented young pianist with a passion for accompanying vocal and instrumental performances. 

In 2014, Ben did an internship with Opera Australia, and traveled on full scholarship to Munich, Germany was a 
repetiteur for the Bel Canto Summer Program. In his role as accompanist, Ben has performed all over the country, 

and in 2015 will be continuing to perform with Voci Stupende and various ensembles. This is his third year as 
accompanist in residence for Moorambilla Voices.  Ben studied Piano Performance with an accompaniment focus 

at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music with David Miller and Bernadette Harvey, and has also studied with 
David Howie and Stephen Mould. In 2012 and 2013 he won won the Mollie Neale award for highest marks in 

accompaniment. Ben works with various choirs and schools in Sydney. In October, Ben is excited to be performing 
a new chamber opera, Fancy Me Dead, in collaboration with Blush Opera and the New Music Network. 

associate coMposers anD choreographer

anDrew howes alice chance williaM yaXley tainga saVage

cliVe birch, speaker
If my mother is to be believed, I could sing before I could speak. However I made my debut at the age of five on 
the Sunday school platform. My adult voice was discovered at the age of 18 and I went on to study pure singing 

at the Guildhall School of Music where I won the Gold Medal in 1977. I eventually ended up at the National 
Opera Studio and thence to Glyndebourne. Moving to Australia in 1987, I joined the Song Company in 1990 

and for the next 25 years this was my home and my joy until my retirement last December. My future is in the hands 
of the Universe, but I look forward to more exciting challenges such as this – my first appearance in my own right 

at Moorambilla.



MooraMbilla
artists

noni carroll, photographer
Noni Carroll is a Sydney and riverina based photographer specialising in documentary photography, family 
portraiture, portraits, musical theatre and events, landscape and photo based artworks. She recently got runners 
up in an Art Gallery of NSW landscape Instagram competition, and made the semi finalists for 2014 Moran 
Photographic prize. Noni has been involved with Moorambilla Voices since 2012 as a promotional and 
documentary photographer. This year she was asked to document the Mount Grenfell Artistic Immersion, and to 
capture the essence of the land to share with a wider Moorambilla audience. She lives and breathes photography, 
feeling exceptionally blessed to be able to document life for present and future generations to enjoy.

Jyllie Jackson lanterns
Jyllie returns to Moorambilla in 2016., Jyllie has had over 40 years experience in the creative industries, from 
international fashion designer to now CeO and Artistic Director of LightnUp Inc., an independent community 
arts enterprise and produces of the renowned Lismore Lantern Parade. She is in the unique position of being an 
arts administrator, entrepreneur and practicing artist, and manages projects ranging from three artists to 3,000 
participants. Fundamental to Jyllie’s philosophy is a commitment to fostering the creative spirit and ability in 
individuals and their communities. This includes the principles of excellence, respect and authenticity, which allow 
projects to be accessible with a strong sense of ownership by the participants involved. 

Moorambilla.com

australian worlD  
orchestra

aDrian whitehall - Double bass

MaDeleine easton - Violin 1

Mee na loJewski - cello

christina leonarD - saXophone

geMMa toMlinson - cello

sergio insuasti - Viola

thibauD paVloVic-hobba - Violin 2 Joanne saDler - Violin 2

anDrew Jezek - Viola

lucy carrig - Violin 1

roslyn sulliVan Munro backDrop
roslyn is a Wongi Woman, born in Kalgoorlie and now lives in the outback town of Laverton in Western 
Australia. She is the Art Supervisor for G.e.T.S in Laverton. roslyn loves painting landscapes, flora and fauna, 
usually working with the earth colours.  Her daughter Tegan Dodd has followed in her footsteps and is now an 
artist in her own right. roslyn has exhibited her art all over the WA Goldfields and in Perth, with some pieces 
featured in the Perth State Library back in the 1990s, she continues to paint and now is working with textiles.
She would like to work with the older ladies to teach them different styles of dying silk scarfs and other techniques 
on different materials.roslyn watched her father paint when she was a child. She has been drawing and 
painting ever since.

phoebe Maroulis 
Phoebe grew up in Armidale, and moved to Bourke in 1999 after completing a Bachelor in Industrial Design at 
UNSW. She has always been inspired by the Australian landscape, and also has a keen sense of community, 
being a passionate advocate for the arts as a means of nurturing thriving individuals in healthy communities. 
Phoebe likes to read the landscape, and her work is a direct reflection of the elements and character of north-
west NSW. Phoebe has participated in Moorambilla Voices as an active parent since 2016 and jumped at the 
opportunity to contribute to the artistic team and to be part of the Moorambilla magic in 2017.

sooty welshpete thoMpson

The Australian World Orchestra (AWO) is 
one of the most exciting orchestra initiatives in 
Australia’s cultural history. We bring together 
Australia’s finest classical musicians from home 
and the international stage to form one of 
the country’s most electrifying orchestras. We 
are proud to identify and nurture Australia’s 
next generation of musicians, and this year 
we welcome some younger players from the 
Australian National Academy of Music alumni 
and the Sydney Conservatorium of Music to 
play alongside our professional musicians.

harriet D’arcysara tinning 

associate Visual artists anD intern



our new taiko
In 2017 we had a dream come true – the first ever all Australian made 
concert quality Taiko – and they are ours – to love, cherish and share in the region!!

Moorambilla Voices received funding from the NSW Family and Community Services 
through the Community Partnerships Funding to source and build 24 new Taiko drums to 
use across the region. We partnered with TaikoDrumWorks, Australian custom-taiko drum 
makers based in Tathra NSW, to create Australia’s first large scale ensemble of Taiko 
drums for the region. They are made entirely of Australian material, red deer hide from 
Western Australia and cow hide from Tasmania form the hand stretched and cured skins. 
Plantation Paulownia from Coffs harbour and Western Australian Jarrah plus Brogo red 
Cedar make the shells – with plans for Baradine cypress pine to be included for future 
drums! even the iron casement, lugs , and tuning ropes are all Australian, as well as the 
custome made cases. This is truly an exceptional bespoke product and our childrens 
artistic future is worth this investment.

Three regional schools will be part of the Taiko Drum Program starting in 2018 and will 
create music and performances with these 24 beautifully-crafted custom-made drums – 
with hopefully more in the pipeline if funding support is secured. The drums will inspire and 
encourage young people to play and create performances that speak of the rich cultural 
legacy and capacity of rural Australia in their schools and in the Moorambilla Voices 
program. These drums celebrate excellence at every level.

The Taiko ensemble was launched in Baradine on Wednesday 16 August and were 
played for the first time with the MAXed OUT Company and Taikoz – they will be heard 
publicly for the first time at the 2017 Gala concerts.



MooraMbilla Donors Moorambilla Voices Board
Founder and artistic director – Michelle leonard oaM

chair – eden Shepherd

Board members – Justine lawler, Margie Moore aM, lucinda

edwards, The honourable Justice lucy Mccallum, Sarah hogan 

& alison McKechnie

Moorambilla Ambassadors
Barbara Wellesley aM – founding member, John clarke – 

founding member, Jennifer aaron, Suzanne Blythin, alan hayes 

aM, Beth Stanley, Mark Ferguson, Sue Kingwill, luke robinson.

$50,000 plus
annonymous #1
Gardos Family
Max Solutions Pty
Paula denise rush

$20,000 plus
Kerry hawkins 
Music Fund
icaP charity day
nSW cWa
Scully Fund
Yuglibar 
Foundation

$10,000 plus
Girl Phoenix Pty ltd
Sydney Mechanics’ 
School of arts 
Tally Pty ltd

$5000 plus
anthony Button
dr Paul hutchins
louise Keady

$1000 plus
Betty Barton 
Foundation
Broinowski 
Foundation Pty ltd
Frantastics choir
Jennifer aaron
John cowan
Karen Tonkin
Kenneth hendricks 
lower Blue 
Mountains rotary
Patricia novikoff
robert Joannides
Sambulance
Suzanne Blythin

Moorambilla Voices Staff
General Manager – dayle lummis

Moorambilla dad – Moorambilla voices Boys – Pete Thompson

Moorambilla Mum – Moorambilla voices Girls - annie Berrell

Moorambilla Mum – MaXed oUT – Karen Saunders

camp Managers – dot Thompson and Paul Fraser

communications Manager – lliane clarke

Photography – noni carroll

arTiSTic ParTnerS

Moorambilla.com

Sydney Tour Partner

This list is correct as of September 2016 up to and including September 2017. every effort is made to keep 
this list accurate. Please contact us if you would like to be included on this list. Dayle@moorambilla.com

Moorambilla voices is supported by the nSW 
Government through create nSW.

Moorambilla Angels 
Office Angels – dianne veness and 
louise harkness
Program Graphic design – Tracy loughlin
artist catering – Freckles coffee Spot, 
Baradine
candidates catering – narelle Wood
concert venue – dubbo regional Theatre 
and convention centre
accommodation – camp cypress and 
Baradine central School, dubbo christian 
School and St Johns dubbo
Special thanks to the Fretwell Family for 
their beautiful accommodation for the artists 
at Ulundi heights

Special thanks to the  incredible 
organisations in Baradine who 
support us:
Baradine Progress association, Baradine 
Memorial hall Trust, Baradine rural 
Transaction centre, Janet & charlie – 
camp cypress, chris Burt – Tattersalls Pub, 
Baradine hotel and nea Worrell. 

And to the following organisations and 
people, Baradine central School, lightning 
ridge central School, cobar high School, 
lachlan valley coachlines, TSP (T-Shirt 
Printers), Sherry Min First choice Printing, 
Western Plains aBc – dugald Saunders, 
Tent Town, Sam’s Waste, commercial 
hotel, Bec cox, Bernadette Jackson, Julie 
Wilson, Sarah cryer and May Fleming, 
nea Worrell and liz cutts, Gordon and 
noeline lummis, Sound - Jayson Mc Bride , 
cheyne halloran and rob Perrin and aunty 
Brenda Mc Bride

Up to $1,000
alison 
McKechnie
andrew 
o’connor
anna Sherburn
anthony Bouffler
anthony low
Bernard Morgan
c Barton
catherine errey
catherine 
Szentkuti
cathi Tucker
chris Maher
clive Birch
corinne Mesana
craig Sinclair
darren Wicks
david harvey

debbie & 
eugene anichini
dr carolyn 
lowry oaM
dr Martin 
Wesley-Smith
elizabeth Prately
Father arthur 
Bridge
Felicity Weaver
Fortunata 
Pagano
Geoff & Janet 
Brown
Geoff Brown
Grace christian 
church
Gwyn Jones
heather Young 
anichini

heidi Webster
ian & elizabeth 
Mcdonald
James deves
Jane diamond
Jane Stanton
Janis ryan
Jennifer hind
Jenny heppell
Jeremy davis
Jo Walton
Judith Ferguson
Julia Starling
Julianne 
harrison
Julie cottrell-
dormer
Karen Baker
Kate Johnson 
Piano Studio

Kathleen King
Katrina 
campbell
Kerry chick
Krajewski
laura copland
leonie Moore
linda allanson
louise harkness
Margaret ryan
Margaret 
Wallace
Mark cranfield 
oaM
natalie Morgan
nic Beard
Pamela Brown
Patricia Fraser
Pattie Benjamin
Paul carter

Penny Young
Peter Graham
Piotr Gajewski
richard Black
ro Barton
robin vsyma
Sarah Saunders
Stephen anstice
Stephen 
richardson
Sue & Pat Smith
Sue Byrne
Sue Smith
Susan Walkom
Susannah 
lawergren
Tim cocks
Tonia Godhard
William Barr

Indigenous Languages and Arts  
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